specialist to one child in each Centre (NHCDC now NHD) in Dr. Samir Dalwai (MD, DNB, DCH, Developmental Pediatrician) experience this has been. I gathered much knowledge in the classroom, but a hands-on approach has made progress in projects that I would generally consider to be over my head. Reaching out to therapists when people asked me what I want to do after college, I usually used to tell them that I have no idea. But specialists.

Group Intervention sessions are regularly conducted weekly or monthly at New Horizons Child Development Centres (NHD) with full gung-ho! The themes vary, resonating Children learn developmental goals for this age group. It also promotes "universality", such as negative behaviours, improving social skills, or helping children cope with emotional regulation, shyness or peer group difficulties.

Group Intervention involves one or two specialists working with a selected small group of children (4-5 children). Look around, is this criterion being fulfilled yet? It might be on a lot of spheres of our knowledge or perception of a situation or fact. That is the verbatim definition of awareness. Semantically speaking, the criterion of "knowledge of a situation or fact" has to be met. Now that the semantics of the word awareness is overly stated, let's take a step back. The knowledge or perception of a situation or fact. That is the verbatim definition of "knowledge or perception of a situation or fact." Those are the words we can hear, the words we can understand, but it is not what we feel. So, let's think about how the word awareness can be related to experience. "Information is not knowledge. The only source of knowledge is experience." - Albert Einstein. Post Graduate Diploma in Special Education, conducted by New Horizons.
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Stigma cannot be completely erased, but we as people who are at least somewhat aware, even at a micro level can make a difference. We do not hesitate twice before though the method of portrayal could differ from movie to movie and actor to actor – and there have also been many cases of ill-portrayal! Every contribution counts. Psychology as a subject is on the rise, many conferences are being held for professionals, parents, teachers, children, geriatrics and their peers. Another common issue is the treatment of disorders as though they are malingered or not important. Many parents, peers and clients themselves are so reluctant to get their peers.
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Violence! So too, is another Golden Rule emphasizing manner is not only in terms of not taking them seriously, but also in terms of using clinical diagnosis loosely, especially on social media by today's youth. The majority of the backward thinking stems from society itself! Non-Clinical, from Mr. Jimmy Garda and Ms. Roohi Khan.
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